Structure of animals

Going deeper activities
Curriculum Links
England
 Science: Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals)
Northern Ireland
 The world around us: Interdependence
Wales
 Knowledge and Understanding of the World: Myself and other living things - learn the names
and uses of the main external parts of the human body and plants

Activity A
Display the ‘Structure of animals’ visual (see final page of this document) for the class to see.
Explain that all animals have some things that are the same and other things that are different. Do
all the animals in this picture have a head? (Yes). Do all the animals in this picture have a beak?
(No). Beaks are for feeding; e.g. for cracking nuts or pecking the ground. Which animals do have a
beak? (The birds).
Point out that there are six main vertebrate groups and here there are two of the groups - one side
of the visual is birds and the other side is mammals. Which of these birds or mammals did we see
during our visit to WWT? Animals do not all look the same because they need different body parts
to live. Some examples include: body parts that help animals move (wings or legs), eat (beaks or
teeth), smell (noses) and breathe (gills or mouths).

Activity B
Cut around each animal on the ‘Structure of animals’ visual and give one to each learner (if
you have completed the ‘Getting Into’ activity within this topic, learners can be given back their
labelled pictures). Ask learners to label the animal (or add to their labels) with what that body part
does e.g. wings to fly, mouths to eat, legs to move/swim/walk, eyes to see.

Activity C
Lay two hoops on the floor, to create an interactive Venn diagram. Label one hoop ‘birds’, the
other ‘mammals’, and the intersection ‘both’. Write the following words/sentences on pieces of card
and, as you say them, challenge learners to put them in the correct place: legs (both), head (both),
eyes (both), beak (birds), feathers (birds), lay eggs (birds), need to eat (both), have offspring/
babies (both), fur/hair (mammals), teeth (mammals), feed its babies milk (mammals). If possible,
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leave the hoops, labels and words out on a table for ongoing independent learning.

Less time?
Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?
Extend Activity B by asking all learners to sit down, holding their cut-out picture. Now call out a
body part and those with an animal with that body part should stand. All learners should then sit
again. Repeat with another body part. Highlight that sometimes all learners will stand (head, legs,
eyes etc) and sometimes only some stand (wings, beak, tail). Remind learners that you are only
looking at 2 of the animal groups here. Would everyone stand at the word ‘legs’ if some learners
had pictures of fish? (No, because fish don’t have legs). Animals are all shapes and sizes.

Go outside
Go outside to an open area of the school grounds and read the following sentences to all learners.
Hold up the image of each animal as you do so. Ask learners to identify which body part that
animal is using to move:
You are an otter, swimming in a river (learners might move both their arms and legs in a swimming
motion but point out that all four limbs on an otter are called legs).
You are a swallow, perching on a tree branch (learners should curl their toes and tense their feet).
You are a mallard, paddling very quickly away from a hungry fox (learners should move their legs
and feet).
You are a Canada goose, flying, with other geese (learners should use their arms to imitate the
movement of their wings. Point out that wings are not arms, they are a completely different body
part). Repeat for other birds and mammals.
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